Stage 5 - Lesson 72

borrow
What’s the opposite of the verb “to lend“?

The opposite …
is “to borrow“

Should we always give back the things we borrow?
Yes, we should always ...

If you forgot to bring a pen with you to school, would you
Yes, if I
have to borrow one from another student?
forgot … with me to school, I’d have to ...

my own

emphasize

We often put the word “own“ after a possessive adjective when we want to emphasize
that something belongs to someone. For example, this is my own pen; it belongs to me.
Notice that we can say that this is our classroom because we study here all the time, but
we cannot say that this is our own classroom because it doesn’t belong to us.

Give me an example of the word “own“ after a possessive
This is my own book
adjective.
Do you live in your own house (or flat), or does it belong to
Yes, I live in my own house (or flat) ~ No,
somebody else?
I don’t live in my own house (or flat); it belongs to ...
Pick up your Callan book.

Do you think this is probably my own book or do you think it
I think that’s probably
belongs to the school?
your own book ~ I don’t think
that’s your own book; I think it belongs …

skin
What’s this?
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It’s your skin

Sample
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wire

electricity

connection

wireless

Wi-Fi

hyphen
What do we use wire for?

We use wire to carry electricity,
to connect things together etc.

What do we mean by a wireless internet connection?
By a wireless internet connection, we
mean that we can connect to the internet
without connecting wires to our computer

What can we say instead of “a wireless internet connection”?
Instead of …, we can say “Wi-Fi”

Do some bars and cafés offer free Wi-Fi to their customers?
Yes, some bars …

Spell the word “Wi-Fi“, please.

boil

W, I, hyphen, F, I

fry

roast

Tell me three ways of cooking potatoes.
Do you prefer fried eggs or boiled eggs?

Three ways … are
boiling, frying and roasting
I prefer …

How long does it take to boil potatoes?

It takes about
twenty minutes to boil potatoes

brick
What’s a wall normally built of?

Sample

A wall is normally
built of bricks
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